KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS: That R. J. Navarre, and<br>Mahota Navarre, his wife, being the owners of a part of the West<br>Half, (½) of the North-east Quarter, (NEQ) of Section Twenty-six,<br>(26), Township Twelve, (12), North of Range One, (1) East of<br>Indian Meridian, have caused a part of the same to be subdivided<br>into Lots, Blocks, Streets and Alleys, and that the annexed map<br>or plat is a correct representation of said land as subdivided,<br>which we hereby designate and name, Navarre's Second Addition to town<br>of Harrah, Oklahoma, and dedicate the streets and alleys as shown<br>on said map or plat to the public.<br>

Signed this 17th day of December, 1912.<br>

State of Oklahoma) SS.<br>County of Oklahoma) SS.<br>

I, Warren E. Moore, a resident of Oklahoma County, Okla., hereby<br>certify that I am by profession a Civil Engineer, and that at the<br>instance of R. J. Navarre, and Mahota Navarre, his wife,<br>have subdivided above described land, and that the annexed map<br>or plat is a correct representation of said land as subdivided<br>by me.<br>

Signed this 16th day of December, 1912.<br>

State of Oklahoma) SS.<br>County of Oklahoma) SS.<br>